
Search & Snip
Search and Snip is a new feature 
speeding up your Snipping actions. This 
feature is very helpful to boost for 
example your walkthrough procedure. It 
is now possible to directly Snip from the 
search result pane, across different 
documents.
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Paste snips into a different workbook 
with CTRL V
It is now possible to copy Snips from one 
Excel workbook to another Excel 
workbook with 'Control + v'. DataSnipper 
will copy the Snip to the selected cell. The 
document referenced to the Snip will 
automatically be imported.

Undo snipping and deletion with 
CTRL Z
It is now possible to undo your last Snip 
action with 'Control + Z'. You can only 
undo your most recent Snip. If your most 
recent Snip was copied from another 
Excel workbook, it will only undo the Snip, 
but the referenced document to the Snip 
will not be removed. 

Edit rows in Table Snip
It is now possible to edit the purple 
selection rows after Snipping a table. 
With this new feature, you are more 
flexible in the way your table data is 
extracted to your Excel workbook.



Extraction options in Form Extraction
It is now possible to extract structured data across documents, pages and lines. 
• Document: if you have e.g. 10 documents with the same structure you can extract 

different data across those 10 document with a single action.
• Pages: With 'page' extraction you can extract structured data across one document with 

multiple pages.
• Lines: With line extraction, you can extract structured data across different lines on the 

same page, e.g. a bank statement.

Learn track
Get value faster. The new DataSnipper Learn 
Track will help your organization to adopt 
DataSnipper. Users are able to sign-up for 
the learn track, on which they will receive -
the most up to date - short product and use 
case video's directly in their mailbox. This 
new service is included in all current 
contracts.

Compress imported documents
To improve document size 
management, it is now possible to 
compress imported files. When 
uploading files larger than 20mb, 
DataSnipper will ask to compress the 
file. It is also possible to compress 
files under the 'remove' icon in 
DataSnipper. On average, it will save 
up 40-60% in workbook size.
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